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Abstract 

This paper presents a method that permits to match 

customer information from the French DSO Enedis and 

housing information from the French population census 

institute INSEE. Our method allows having a list of 

housings linked to each customer in order to add 

household and building information to customers. We 

show with our method improvements in predictions of 

aggregated load curve indicators compared to the 

traditional method that averages socio demographic 

indicators from housing information of the zone covered 

by measurements. Our results indicate that the proposed 

algorithm is able to capture efficiently the information 

of housings in some feeders. This permits to combine 

the databases of the DSO with external databases that 

exist from census or other processes. Enriching the 

information at the level of clients through the proposed 

automated way is a cost effective approach given the 

number of customers served by a DSO. This enhanced 

information can be then the basis to model, analyse and 

simulate demand in a bottom up approach which can be 

useful for planning purposes of the distribution 

networks. 

1 Introduction 

Most of scientists agree that human being has 

influenced the climate system, especially due to 

anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases. IPCC [1] 

showed that in recent decades, climate change has 

damaged natural and human ecosystems in all 

continents, oceans and atmosphere. These impacts will 

continue for centuries, even if anthropogenic emissions 

are stopped. Climate change will exacerbate current 

issues in many aspects (with very high confidence), 

such as health problems, migrations, weather extreme 

events, and this phenomenon of amplification will 

increase quickly during the 21st century. Adaptation is a 

strategy for managing these issues. Also mitigating the 

magnitude of global warming by lowering those 

emissions is crucial, in order to delay the risk of severe, 

widespread and irreversible impacts globally [1]. 

Electricity represents 18% of the total final energy 

consumption in the world in 2013 [2] and is expected to 

rise up to 25% by 2040 [3]. Electricity and heat was 

42% of world CO2 emissions in 2013, i.e. 13.8 Giga 

tons of CO2 [4]. Such awareness has led to consider 

larger and larger shares of the electricity demand as 

controllable. This offers many opportunities [5] such as 

an increased potential for energy saving, the possibility 

to adapt electricity demand to intermittent renewable 

energy, or a lowered of peak demand to prevent costly 

investments on the electricity grid. In order to be able to 

exploit these opportunities and integrate them in the 

management and especially the planning processes of 

the power system, it is necessary to have an in depth 

knowledge of the characteristics of the demand not only 

in terms of energy but also in terms of power. However, 

electricity consumption, especially at the city scale, is 

the sum of a considerable number of loads, the 

characteristics of which are often unknown.  

Characterizing each contributor of the electricity 

consumption is not a recent topic. Swan and Ugursal [6] 

present examples of data required to develop residential 

energy model. It includes information on the physical 

characteristics of the dwellings, occupants and their 

appliances, historical electricity consumption, climatic 

conditions, and macroeconomic indicators. 

DSOs (Distribution System Operators) dispose large 

amounts of data on energy consumption and aggregated 

load curves. However, when it goes down to the layer of 

buildings, information is lacking [6]. Given the number 

of clients it is very costly to implement such data 

collection procedure. This type of data is often publicly 

available by external organizations. It is a challenge to 

match the information in such external databases to the 

data in the DSO databases.  

In this paper, we present a method that permits to match 

customer information from the French DSO Enedis and 

housing information from the French population census 

institute (INSEE).  
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We define housing as houses or dwelling places thought 

of as a group. A housing occupied as a principal 

residence has a household.  

Electricity customer (or customer) materializes a unique 

contract with the DSO who is paid in order to provide 

an electricity supply service at a point of common 

coupling where the customer belongs. 

Our method allows having a list of housings linked to 

each customer in order to add household and building 

information to customers.  We call the information 

about building and household “socio demographic 

information”. When this information is gathered at 

district scale or at a zone covered by an electric line we 

call it “socio demographic indicator”.  

We show with our method improvements in predictions 

of aggregated load curve indicators compared to method 

chosen as reference that averages socio demographic 

indicators of the zone covered by measurements. 

2 Illustration of the problem 

Figure 1 illustrates an area of 5 districts where the 

electricity customers are supplied by the different 

feeders of a same substation. This is typical information 

we can have from DSO’s databases. Some customers 

have the same address (e.g. C3-C4 and C11-C12): it 

represents different customers in the same building.  

For each district we can have from external databases, 

like the ones resulting from population census, the list 

of the housings. Electricity customers can be either 

residential or not. If a customer is residential, it implies 

that it is linked to one or multiple housings. But also a 

single housing can have different electricity contracts 

and so can be linked to different customers. 

Our method proposes to match customers and housings, 

in order to have a list of housing linked to residential 

customers. At least, as we know from the DSO which 

customer is linked to which feeder we can have a list of 

housing per electric feeder 

3 Problem solving method 

3.1 Estimation of common parameters 

Electricity customers and housings have different 

characteristics listed in Table 1. This table explains the 

difference between customer and housing in terms of 

information.  

 

 

Table 1 List of the different characteristics of customers 

and housings 

Database 

entity

 

Useful characteristics to characterize 

electricity consumption

 

Electricity 

customer 

Subscribed power, annual 

consumption, text address, district, 

type of customer (e.g. residential, 

tertiary artisan or shopkeeper). 

Housing Number of inhabitants, type (flat, 

house), surface, number of rooms, age 

of the building, category (vacant, 

secondary residence, principal 

residence), type of heating (electric, 

fuel, gas, wood, other), district.  

We can notice that housings and electricity customers 

have no common parameters except that we both know 

the district where they are. 

The idea is to create common parameters between the 

two databases in order to measure a distance and be able 

to match them. 

We choose to estimate the yearly energy consumption 

of housings as a linear model of surface, presence of an 

electric heating, age of building, number of occupants 

and number of rooms. The model is fitted with 

aggregated information on each district, which was 

presented in a previous work [7]. 

Fig.1: available information on the left (DSO) and on the right (population census database) 
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3.2 Matching data with the common parameters 

The problem set is as following: we want to match the 

housings and the residential electricity customers. 

Housings’ annual electricity consumption was estimated 

with the method described in the previous section. We 

define below the list of parameters to be matched from 

the two considered databases: 

𝑥𝑖∈{1,2,…,𝑛} represents the estimated electricity annual 

consumption of the housings, n is the number of 

housings in the considered district. 𝑥𝑖 is the i
th

 housing. 

𝑦𝑗∈{1,2,…,𝑝} represents the residential annual consumption 

of the electricity customers. p is the number of 

customers in the considered district. 𝑦𝑗 is the j
th

 

electricity customer. 

The problem of matching can be formulated as a 

distance (here chosen to be quadratic) minimization 

problem between the matched entities: 

min
(𝜶𝒊𝒋)

(i,j)∈{1,2,…,n}x{1,2,…,p}
[ ∑ (∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖  − 𝑦𝑗

𝑛
𝑖

𝑝
𝑗 )²]  (1) 

S.t.: 

𝛼𝑖𝑗 ∈ {0,1}, ∀ (i, j) ∈ [1: n]x[1: p] (2) 

∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗 ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ [1: n] (3) 

∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑖 =1 ∀j ∈ [1: p] (4) 

where: 

 (αij)(i,j)∈[1:n]x[1:p]
 is the matching unknown: 

αij = 1   if xi is matched with yj, 0 else (2); 

  (3) is the constraint that each housing is linked 

to at least an electricity customer; 

 (4) is the constraint that each electricity customer 

is linked an unique housing. 

This problem is a classical quadratic function to 

minimize (1). However, (2) is a non-continuous 

constraint. Solving method by relaxing the constraint (2)  

in an interval and putting additional  constraints to force 

solution to be closed to boundaries 0 and 1 where tested, 

but without any success: solutions where not closed to 

the boundaries. 

Testing each possibilities of (αij)(i,j)∈[1:n]x[1:p]
 leads to 

too long calculations as the number of possibilities is 

2𝑛.𝑝. 

The approximate method of resolution chosen is as 

following: we first set the initial state by ordering data 

to match and make a random gathering in order to have 

the same number of data to match 𝑦𝑗∈{1,2,…,𝑝}  and 

�̃�𝑗∈{1,2,…,𝑝}, as illustrated figure 2. Then we optimize the 

global distance by moving the 𝑥𝑖 that minimizes the 

global distance ∑ (𝑥�̃� − 𝑦𝑗)²
𝑝
𝑗=1 . We finally stop when 

the global distance remains the same. As shown figure 

3, housings are now linked to customers. 

Fig. 2 Illustration of the different steps of the matching between customers and housings 

Fig. 3 example of result of matching: housings are now linked to customers. 
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4 Case study and interest of the method 

4.1 Data and reference of comparison 

Data were collected every 10 minutes by Enedis (main 

French DSO) for the whole year 2012. We used 59 

feeder measurements from the region of Lyon, in 

France. For each feeder we have the list of customers 

supplied, whose characteristics are listed in Table I. The 

characteristics of the feeders are as following: 

Table 1 Characteristics of the feeders data set used 

Indicator Min 

value 

Mean 

value 

Max 

value 

 

Number of customers 

supplied 

330 3400 7000 

Fraction of residential 

consumption 

42% 67% 88% 

Number of districts 

supplied 

2 5 13 

For each district supplied by the feeders, we have also a 

list of housings with some characteristics listed in Table 

I. This data are provided by the French institute of 

statistics (INSEE).  

The application of the matching algorithm between 

customers and housings for each district permits to 

derive a list of housings per feeder. For example in 

figure 3, the matching procedure for Feeder1 permits to 

identify that this feeder supplies housings H1, H3, H4, 

H5, and H6. With this list of housings it is possible to 

characterize socio-demographically each feeder. This is 

done through averaging the values of the parameters (as 

per Table I) of the associated feeder housings. At the 

scale of the feeder we also calculate reference socio-

demographic indicators, which are the sum of average 

values of socio demographic indicators for each district 

weighted by the ratio of residential customers in each 

district. 

4.2 Model to explain thermo sensitivity using 

socio-demographic indicators 

Thanks to the previous section we have associated to 

each feeder additional useful information resulting from 

the reference calculation and the matching. Now we use 

this information to model the thermo-sensitivity per 

feeder. The thermo-sensitivity chosen here is the linear 

fit of consumption points in ordinate and temperature 

points on the abscissa, by only selecting points whose 

temperature are below a certain threshold of non-

heating. Figure 4 shows the thermo-sensitivity plot of a 

feeder. In this figure we see the link between electricity 

and temperature, which represents well the French 

behaviour: because of electric heaters the consumption 

rises with temperature decrease. This behaviour is 

similar to other intermediate temperature European 

countries (averages temperature between 9°C and 14°C) 

[8]. This information can be useful for a DSO in order 

to size its grid as in this case peak of consumption is due 

to cold temperatures.  

 

Fig. 4 example of thermo-sensitivity plot of a feeder 

In order to quantify the impact of socio-demographic 

indicators on the consumption thermo-sensitivity, we 

use a linear model as shown figure 5. 

4.3 Quantitative interest of matching to explain 

thermo-sensitivity 

We display prediction errors made by the linear model 

fitted on the data available. 

We compare the errors of thermo-sensitivity predicted 

by using socio-demographic indicators taken as 

reference (average values in each district covered by a 

given feeder) and by using socio-demographic 

indicators from matching algorithm.  

Fig. 5 Illustration of the different steps of the matching between customers and housings 
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As shown figure 6, the error of prediction is 0.8% less  

5 Conclusion 

In this work we propose a method to match housing 

information with residential customers. We test the 

interest of this method: we compare errors of prediction 

of thermo-sensitivity of electric feeders with socio-

demographic data from average values of the zone and 

from data resulting from the matching algorithm. We 

show that the matching algorithm improves prediction, 

meaning that the matched information is closer to real 

customers’ housing information than the averaged 

values. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the relative 

improvement for each feeder.  

Fig. 7 Histogram of the relative amelioration of errors 

with data from matching method compared to reference 

average data. 

Our results indicate that the proposed algorithm is able 

to capture efficiently the information of housings in 

some feeders. This permits to combine the databases of 

the DSO with external databases that exist from census 

or other processes. Enriching the information at the 

level of clients through the proposed automated way is a 

cost effective approach given the number of customers 

served by a DSO. This enhanced information can be 

then the basis to model, analyse and simulate demand in 

a bottom up approach which can be useful for planning 

purposes of the distribution networks. Further work will 

focus on investigating the local characteristics of the 

feeders for which thermo-sensitivity is well predicted, 

on testing the matching algorithm on higher amount of  

important with matched data compared to reference 

average data. 

data and multiple years and regions to validate the 

results. This method allows also estimating thermo-

sensitivity for scales from districts to regions. 
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